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The ALS-EST Program

DepEd offers the ALS to the children and youth who are unable to remain in 
school, and to adults who are unable to finish basic ed.

ALS is a NFE system comprising the Basic Literacy Program (BLP) for basic skills in 
reading, writing, and numeracy; and, the Accreditation and Equivalency Program 
(A&E) which provides a pathway towards completing basic ed.

ALS is both a policy and a legal mandate. 

When Secretary Briones assumed office at the DepEd on 30 June 2016, she 
identified ALS to be among her priority programs. The President affirmed such 
commitment in his first State of the Nation Address when he declared: “We will 
also intensify and expand ALS Programs.”

No less than the Constitution, and various education laws and international 
commitments, direct the provision of ALS.

1987 Constitution

Article XIV Education, Science and Technology, Arts, Culture and Sports

Section 1. The State shall protect and promote the right of all citizens to quality education 
at all levels, and shall take appropriate steps to make such education 
accessible to all.

Section 2. The State shall:

xxx

4. Encourage non-formal, informal, and indigenous learning systems, as well as 
self-learning, independent, and out-of-school study programs particularly those that 
respond to community needs; and

5.  Provide adult citizens, the disabled, and out-of-school youth with training in civics, 
vocational efficiency, and other skills.
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President Rodrigo Duterte’s 10-Point Socioeconomic Agenda

7.  Invest in human capital development, including health and education systems, and 
match skills and training to meet the demand of businesses and the private sector.

Secretary Leonor Magtolis Briones Declaration of Vision and Agenda
Quality, Accessible, Relevant and Liberating Basic Education  
for All Our 10-Point Agenda 

1. We are committed to the full implementation of K to 12, and will ensure timely 
and adequate delivery of education inputs including: physical infrastructure such 
as school buildings and facilities; quality learning materials and implements such 
as textbooks, libraries, and ICT-assisted learning; and, the hiring and professional 
development of teachers, both pre-service and in-service. We will put in place an 
effective and transparent system to monitor and evaluate the outcomes of K to 12 in 
terms of quality and access. We will defend our existing budget allocation, and work 
for its increase for 2017 and beyond to bring education spending closer to the ideal 
4 to 6 percent of GDP as suggested by international standards.

 ...

3. For those who are not reached by the formal basic education system, whether 
children, youth or adults, we will intensify our efforts for extensive positive 
outcomes on ALS. We will do this through better targeting of beneficiaries, broader 
coverage, prioritization of these programs by implementing units, partnerships, and 
modalities that fit the circumstances of target learners. A highly successful ALS 
program will be one of the major legacies of the Duterte administration.

Republic Act 9155 (Governance of Basic Education Act of 2001)

Section 2. Declaration of Policy. - It is hereby declared the policy of the State to protect 
and promote the right of all citizens to quality basic education and to make 
such education accessible to all by providing all Filipino children a free and 
compulsory education in the elementary level and free education in the 
high school level. Such education shall also include ALS for out-of-school 
youth and adult learners. It shall be the goal of basic education to provide 
them with the skills, knowledge and values they need to become caring, 
seIf-reliant, productive and patriotic citizens.
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As part of its commitment to enhance the ALS program, the Office of the 
Secretary (OSEC) initiated a complementary initiative to the regular ALS. Called 
the Alternative Learning System – Education and Skills Training (ALS-EST), this
initiative aims to produce ALS completers 
who are not only able to catch up with basic 
academic education but who also have 
technical competencies suitable for  
immediate employment. 

As of the writing of this Handbook, the  
ALS-EST is still in its pilot implementation.  
At the appropriate time, ALS-EST will  
be scaled up and integrated into the  
mainstream ALS program.

The ALS-EST Program

Sustainable Development Goals

SDG Goal 4

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning 
opportunities for all.

Republic Act 10533 (Enhanced Basic Evaluation Act of 2013)

SEC. 2. Declaration of Policy. 

xxx

…it is hereby declared the policy of the State that every graduate of basic education 
shall be an empowered individual who has learned, through a program that is rooted 
on sound educational principles and geared towards excellence, the foundations for 
learning throughout life, the competence to engage in work and be productive, the 
ability to coexist in fruitful harmony with local and global communities, the capability 
to engage in autonomous, creative, and critical thinking, and the capacity and 
willingness to transform others and one’s self.
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Box 2-1. ALS-EST in Context

To understand ALS-EST, it is essential to grasp the difference between formal and NFE, and 
locate it within the NFE realm.

Formal Education

• Republic Act 9155 (Governance of Basic Education Act of 2001) defines formal education 
as “the systematic and deliberate process of hierarchically structured and sequential learning 
corresponding to the general concept of elementary and secondary level of schooling. At the 
end of each level, the learner needs a certification in order to enter or advance to the next 
level.”

• Formal education is defined by the curriculum and how it is implemented.

 In the Philippines, the reference point for formal education is the K to 12 Basic Education 
Curriculum (BEC). 

 The K to 12 BEC is expressed in terms of content, content standards performance 
standards, and learning competencies. 

 The curriculum is taught in continuous and sequential organization and generally lessons 
are done in a classroom setting. 

 In formal K to 12 education, a student goes through all grade levels from Kindergarten to 
Grade 12. 

Non-Formal Education 

• According to United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), 
“the defining characteristic of NFE is that it is an addition, alternative and/or a complement to 
formal education in the process of the lifelong learning of individuals.”

 It caters to people of all ages but does not necessarily apply a continuous  
pathway-structure. 

 NFE can cover programs contributing to adult and youth literacy, and education for out-
of-school children, as well as programs on life skills, work skills, and social or cultural 
development.

• RA 9155 defines NFE as “any organized, systematic educational activity carried outside the 
framework of the formal system to provide selected types of learning to a segment of the 
population.”
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Flexible Learning Options

Not all can avail of a formal basic ed despite it being increasingly more accessible 
to Filipino children and youth. There are still learners who are left behind and 
are unable to sustain school attendance, and eventually drop out. To address 
the needs of this particular segment of the population, DepEd offers Flexible 
Learning Options (FLO) which include the Alternative Delivery Modes (ADM) and 
the ALS. 

Alternative Delivery Modes are instructional or learning modalities that do not 
strictly follow the typical set-up for regular classroom instruction, but have content 
that follows the formal K to 12 curriculum. 

• It uses the standard curriculum, but there is a measure of flexibility in terms of:

 the time and duration of instruction
 the place of instruction 
 the method of instruction 

• Instruction may be delivered through the following modes:

 Face-to-face instruction: the teacher and learner/s are physically in one 
venue during lessons
 Distance learning: a learner is given materials or access to resources, and 
undertakes self-directed study at home or other venue
 Blended learning: a combination of face-to-face and distance modalities

Alternative Learning System is DepEd’s main vehicle for NFE.

The ALS is a “parallel learning system to provide a viable alternative to the existing 
formal education instruction. It encompasses both the non-formal and informal 
sources of knowledge and skills” (RA 9155). It aims to reach Filipino children, youth 
and adults who are unable to access or have dropped out from formal basic ed.

The regular ALS program offers NFE comprising the Basic Literacy Program (BLP)
for illiterates, and A&E Program for drop-outs.

• ALS has its own ALS K to 12 curriculum streamlined but aligned to the formal 
K to 12 curriculum (see Chapter 4, Curriculum).

 Like the K to 12 curriculum, the ALS K to 12 curriculum outlines content, 
content standards, performance standards, and learning competencies. 

The ALS-EST Program
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• The major distinction of ALS is its non-formal instruction.

 It does not have a sequential mode of instruction, but has one that adjusts 
to a learner’s prior learning and immediate learning objectives.
 ALS uses broader teaching and learning methodologies to cater to the 
needs of a mix of learners.

A Variant of ALS

ALS-EST is a variant of ALS.

A distinction of ALS-EST is its systematic integration of skills training component to 
the standard academic interventions in ALS. The ALS-EST implementing schools 
combine the ALS K to 12 Curriculum with their Technical-Vocational-Livelihood 
(TVL) offerings. Many, but not all, skills training offered by ALS-EST schools are 
approved by the Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA).

Box 2-2 outlines the early framework for ALS-EST. 

With the ALS-EST initiative, DepEd seeks to empower OSY and adults who have 
not acquired a basic ed. By including skills training in the curriculum, they are given 
more choices which encourages better uptake and completion of the Program.

ALS-EST is one of the ways DepEd gives the OSY/adults an even chance at 
self-improvement and productive life. In conjunction with other reform initiatives 
targetting the quality of its services, and by engaging various stakeholders 
and partners, DepEd hopes that ALS-EST will help promote employment, and 
foster “personal dignity, family stability, peace in the community, and economic 
growth” (ILO, 2017).
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Box 2-2. The ALS-EST Program: An Overview

D. O. 46, s. 2017 lays out the framework for the pilot implementation of the ALS-EST program. 
It provides the typical process flow (see Figure 2-1), and describes the various components for 
organizing an ALS-EST program which are reproduced below. Several of these components are 
discussed in greater detail in this Handbook.

The ALS-EST Program

Figure 2-1. ALS-EST Process Flow
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ALS-EST Components

1. Identification of implementing partners

 Within DepEd, the implementers of ALS-EST include pilot implementing schools that provide 
the skills training utilizing their formal school workshops when these are not in use by their 
formal educational learners typically during weekends. For the provision of the academic 
interventions, the schools work with mobile teachers assigned from their Division or with their 
own teachers. 

 Among the considerations in the choice of implementing partner include the availability 
of facilities and qualified teachers and trainers, the content and method of delivery of the 
proposed Program, and demonstrated commitment and determination to implement ALS-EST.

2. Identification and profiling of learners

 The implementing partner shall be responsible for the identification of learners through 
various methodologies including home visits, coordination with the regular ALS implementers, 
coordination with local government units (LGU) and/or community-based organizations, and 
by consulting available data sources. Implementing partners are given the flexibility to define 
the characteristics of learners that best fit their integrated education and skills training design. 

 A Learner’s Portfolio shall be created for each learner identified to participate in the Program, 
which shall include important personal information, prior learning, baseline assessment, 
learning goals, and such other relevant information and data as may be required including 
entry-level processes under the regular ALS program.

 The Learner’s Portfolio shall be regularly updated to include new relevant information 
including education and skills achievement.

3. Consideration of industry linkages and development plans

 Implementing partners are encouraged to link or align the ALS-EST projects to local or 
national industry needs and opportunities as informed by existing development plans, policy 
pronouncements, and stakeholder consultations or dialogues.

4. Matching learners with skills training

 The identified learners will be matched, as far as practicable, with the most compatible skills 
training offering, taking into consideration proficiency assessments, inclination or interest of 
the learner, and counseling.

5. Organization of learning groups

 The enrolled learners shall be organized into learning groups. Ideally, a batch of 75 learners  
for the education component shall be sub-grouped into three skills training groups of 25 
learners each. However, the implementing partner may propose other reasonable and 
justifiable groupings.
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6. Scheduling of education and skills training sessions

 The implementing partner shall prepare a program plan and design, elaborating the content 
and schedule of teaching and training sessions. The program shall be agreed upon with 
the learners.

7. Delivery of instruction

 The education component shall comply with the requirements of the regular ALS for 
content and delivery. The skills training shall follow the program as proposed by the 
implementing partner and approved by OSEC. The program shall make use of learning 
materials and modules from the regular ALS program but will also endeavor to develop 
relevant, new, contextualized, and innovative materials. The teachers providing the 
education component and skills training component shall practice collaborative or team 
teaching.

8. Assessment of learning and skills

 ALS-EST projects shall have assessment tools and methods to evaluate education and 
skills achievement. The OSEC shall provide opportunities for sharing of best practices and 
development of robust assessment tools, in addition to the standard assessments and 
certifications available from DepEd, TESDA, and other agencies or institutions. 

9. Certification and/or recognition by DepEd and other agencies or entities

 Qualified learners shall take available certification tests or assessments, such as the 
DepEd A&E equivalency certifications, TESDA National Certificates, and other recognized 
certifications from other government agencies and private institutions. ALS-EST shall also 
develop and award micro and full certifications to reflect proficiencies acquired by the 
learners.

10. Exits for learners

 Implementing partners shall identify the target learners exits based on goals jointly set 
with the learners and informed by available exit opportunities, whether further academic 
education, further middle level skills, employment, or entrepreneurship. Implementing 
partners are encouraged to explore partnerships that can provide exit opportunities to 
learners.

11. Tracking of completers

 Implementing partners shall develop and put in place mechanisms to track and update the 
progress of completers in their respective exits. Information generated from the tracking  
shall inform assessments of program effectiveness and impact as well as program 
refinements.
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The Pilot

For its pilot field implementation, ALS-EST mainly targetted the 282 specialized 
tech-voc public secondary schools. These schools have been implementing the 
Strengthened Technical and Vocational Education Program (STVEP) prior to the  
K to 12 SHS program. 

These target schools have a long experience and track record in technical-
vocational training. They also have generally better resources in terms of 
equipment, tools, workshops, teachers, and administrators for such. 

There are 98 pilot schools, most of which are specialized STVEP SHS that currently 
implement the ALS-EST program in coordination with the Division-level ALS 
program. They cover 53 Divisions in 13 Regions.

In addition, there are cross-cutting components, including:

A. Partnerships with stakeholders

 ALS-EST encourages strong partnerships with various stakeholders at the community, 
local, and national levels. This will facilitate greater relevance and complementation of 
expertise, leverage resources, build broad constituency, and infuse inherent checks-and-
balance for accountability.

B. Project Monitoring and evaluation

 The OSEC will work closely with implementing partners for the monitoring of project 
implementation and the submission of timely reports. Opportunities for exchange of best 
practices, gathering of feedback, resolution of bottlenecks, and clarifications of policies 
and guidelines shall be regularly provided. Performance of the implementing partners shall 
be monitored.

C. Budget, investment plan, and leveraging resources

 OSEC shall ensure that the program will be adequately resourced. OSEC will also leverage 
resources from other government agencies and private entities. 

D. Communication and policy advocacy

 OSEC, in consultation with implementing partners, shall develop a communication plan to 
increase awareness of the program within DepEd and across relevant stakeholders. The 
lessons from the program implementation shall be used as basis for policy advocacy for 
mainstreaming within the regular ALS program.
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Figure 2-2. Number of ALS-EST Pilot Schools, per Region

The ALS-EST Program
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Table 2-1. ALS-EST Pilot Schools

The ALS-EST Program

Region I
Batac City

Batac National High School
Candon City

Dr. Ricardo Gacula Memorial High School
Ilocos Norte

Ilocos Norte Agricultural College
La Union

Luna National Vocational High School
San Gabriel Vocational High School

San Carlos City
Speaker Eugenio Perez National Agricultural 
School

Region II
Cagayan

Alcala Rural School
Baggao National Agricultural School 
  Sta Margarita Annex
Itawes National Agricultural and 
  Technical School
Santa Ana Fisheries Memorial High School
Western Enrile Vocational High School

Ilagan City
San Antonio National Agro-Industrial 
  and Vocational High School
San Rafael National Vocational High School

Region III
Angeles City

Angeles City National Trade School
Francisco G. Nepomuceno Memorial  
  High School 

Aurora
Maria Aurora National High School

Bataan
Bataan School of Fisheries

Bulacan
Guiguinto National Vocational High School

Pampanga
Floridablanca National Agricultural School

Tarlac
Camiling School for Home Industries
Eduardo Cojuangco National Vocational  
  High School

Region IV-A
Batangas

Bauan Technical High School
Calamba City

Calamba Bayside National High School
Cavite

Amaya School of Home Industries
Tanza Trade National High School

Cavite City
Cavite National High School

Laguna
Magdalena Integrated National High School
San Juan National High School
San Pedro Relocation Center National  
High School

Region IV-B
Calapan City

Community Vocational High School
Oriental Mindoro

Baco National High School
Bongabong Technical and Vocational  
  High School
Magdalena Umali Suyong Memorial 
  Elementary School
Marcelo Cabrera Technical Vocational School
Puerto Galera National High School
San Teodoro National High School

Region V
Albay

Libon Agro Industrial High School
Camarines Norte

Mercedes High School
Camarines Sur

Ragay National Agricultural and Fisheries School
Bikal Fisheries School

Naga City
Camarines Sur National High School

Region VI
Aklan

Aklan National HS for Arts and Trades
Buruanga Vocational School
Libacao National Forestry Vocational  
  High School
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Malinao School for Philippine Craftsmen
Numancia School of Fisheries

Antique
Antique Vocational School

Iloilo
San Joaquin School of Fisheries

La Carlota City
Dona Hortencia Salas Benedicto National  
High School

Negros Occidental
Inocencio V.  Ferrer Memorial School 
  of Fisheries

Roxas City
Cong. Ramon Arnaldo High School

Region VII
Bohol

San Pascual National Agricultural High School
Danao City

Elpidio H. Perez Memorial Technical- 
  Vocational High School

Guihulngan City
Guihulngan National Agricultural School

Naga City
Naga National High School

Region VIII
Biliran

Naval School of Fisheries
Eastern Samar

Lawaan National School of Craftsmanship  
  and Home Industries
Salcedo National Vocational High School
Samar National Pilot Opportunity School  
  of Agriculture
Taft National High School

Leyte
Calubian National High School
Carigara National Vocational School
Hilongos National Vocational School
Juan Villablanca Memorial High School
Kananga National High School
Marcelino Veloso National High School
San Miguel National High School
Tanauan School of Craftsmanship 
  and Home Industries
Tolosa National High School

Northern Samar
Allen National High School
Bobon School of Philippine Craftsmen
Catubig Valley National High School
Mapanas Agro-Industrial High School

Southern Leyte
Pintuyan National Vocational High School
Silago National Vocational High School
Villa Jacunta National Vocational School

Region X
Iligan City

Bunawan Agricultural High School
Rogongon Agricultural High School

Misamis Oriental
Opol National Tech School

Misamis Occidental
Aloran Trade High School

Ozamiz City
Ozamiz City School of Arts and Trades

Region XI
Davao City

Baguio National School of Arts and Trades
Elias D. Gumalang Home Industries
Maria Cristina P. Belcar Agricultural  
  High School
Marilog HS of Agriculture
Davao City National High School

Davao del Norte
Carmen National High School

Davao Oriental
E. Moralizon National Vocational High School

Davao del Sur
Davao Del Sur School of Fisheries

Mati City
Lupon Vocational High School
Taguibo Vocational High School

Tagum City
Tagum National Trade School

Region XII
General Santos City

General Santos City National Secondary  
School for Arts and Trades
Bula National School of Fisheries

Sarangani
James L. Chiongbian National Trade School
Malalag National High School

South Cotabato
Tantangan National Trade High School

Region XIII
Surigao del Norte

Gigaguit National School of Home Industries

The ALS-EST Program
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